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0 J{HBepreHIUISIX TOKOB 

E2-3039 

B paMKax MonenH xsapKOB paccMOTpeHbl nHsepreHUHH aKcHanb-

Horo II B9KTOpHOrO anpOHHblX TOKOB C yqeTOM B nepBOM nopnAKe 

9Jl9X:TpOMarHHTHbiX H cna6b!X ( nonynenTOHHbiX H H9Jl9ITTOHHbiX) B38HM()o 

nel!:CTBHll:. Ha OCHOBe 9THX Bblp8)1{9HHll: nng ltHBepreHUHH TOKOB MO)I\HO 

nonyqHTb MHorHe cnencTBH5! anre6pbl Tox:os, xacaromHecn npoueccos 

9Jl9KTpOMarHHTHbiX H cna6blX B38HMOA9RCTBHH. 

llpenpHHT 06"be.llKHeHHOrO HHCTHT.yTa smepHbiX HCCne.llOB8HHA • 

.Uy6JJ:a, 1966 • 

Jenkovszky L., Kukhtin V.V., Montvay I., 
Nguyen Van Hieu. 

On the Current Divergences 

E2-3039 

In the framework of the quark model the divergences of axial 
and vector hadronic currents are considered taking into ac
count, in the first order, the electromagnetic and weak inter
actions ( semileptonic and nonleptonic). 

On the basis of these relations for current divergen
ce many consequences of current algebra dealing with the 
electromagnetic and weak interactions can be derived. 

Preprint. Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. 
Dubna, 1966. 
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Lately the possibility to cbe ok the equal-time commutation relations of vector 

v' •. [rl and axial vector currents r and .A. r (where i is the unitary index of the octets ) 

bas b~n wid el y discussed . Let us a ssume for simplicity that unitary symmetry is not 

violated by the strong interactions . Then, if electromagnetic and weak interactions are 

neglected, the vector currents are conserved: 

(I) 

For axial currents, on the other hand, we assum•, following Gell-Mann and Levy[2] that 

their divergences are proportional to the pseudoscalar fi elds 

(2) 

however this is not necessary for the derivatton of the consequences of current algebra[J~ 
Relations (I) and (2) are to be modified when the corrections due to the electromagnetic 

and weak interactions are taken into account. If we assume the minimal electromagnetic i n-

teractions (t.e. we replace or by ot+<-e.A/' a/" for the particles with electric charge 

! I,O, respectively)then e.g. for the charged currents 

instead of the relation (I) we have [4] 

(J) 

In a recent paper of Veltman[5]relations for the divergence of the vector and axial-veotor 

currents were assumed, which generalize equation ( J ) to the case when both electromagnetic 

and semileptonio weak interactions are taken into account. It has been al s o shown there 

that from the hypothesis on the divergence of the ourrents a lo~ of sum rules obtained 

earlier on the basis of equal-time commutation relations follow. 

In the present paper we show that both the equal-time commutation relations of 

Gell-Mann and the divergence conditions of Veltman result from the same dynamical model -

from the quark model. We also present a generalization of Veltman's results for the case 

when also the nonleptonic weak interations are taken into account. From our hypothesis on 

the divergence of the currents it is possible to derive all the relations between the non-

leptonic decay amplitudes of baryons and mesons obtained earlier from current algebra. 

Deriving equal-time commutation relations Gell-Mann assumed that the currents 

and .Kf. are of ' the form 

J 



v;.- iY: A't', .tt ='Por o·l"tf!, ( 4 ) 

where ~ stands for the quark field operators. As usual between the quarks we assume mi

nimal electromagnetic and universal \T-l\ weak interactions ( see[6 1 ). If neutral had

ronic currents exist[7l, then they are described by the neutral components of the currents 

(4). Consequently, the Lagrangian of the elec tromagnetic and weak interactions of hadrons 

can be written as • ): 

::;!._- ~e A~ '\Tt (5) 

~w = :i,.('lT; + JL~ )w;· +~c.:i (v~ +it ()(vf + JL~). (6) 

Here for the sake of convenience we introduced the electromagnetic field as an octet 

having only the appropriate nonvanishing components. The ~r are the products of the lap

tonic currents and some constants ( containing sin 8 and cos G ' where e is the Ca

bibbo angle ) and the ct;j are constants. Further, we assume that in the strong interac

tions of the quarks the vector currents of the form (4) are conserved: 

ror(for-A:'Y)- o. 

Let us denote by ( div JL' )
0 

the divergence of the axial vector currents in the absence of 

the electromagnetic and weak interactions. Then PCAC means : 

( cA,u,-£) ,~,<cup'. (7) 

Now using the Euler-Lagrange equations derived from the Lagrangians (5) and (6) together 

and ~['.fl..~ in which the 

electromagnetic and weak interactions are already taken into account: 

with the PCAC hypothes is (7), we get the expressions for 0t 15A 

(]t 1!~ =iet •Jl A~ uj +:; {Ji w;· ('trf + Jt~) + 

& "'Jl [ t•Jt ( v; -~-1~ )( vf + JL~) + {.u ( f/J; + R; )('u; + 1 ~)] 
(8) 

• )summation on repeated indi ces is underetood. 
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: . ; . p Ai n i G [ j ( t 1 k k 
r;}jJ{,f"=cC'f -t-cen~ f .;tf"+Jroi.lr'il 'IJf+JI.I')(t!f"+Jl.f)+ 

+(tt (ttr; +1~)(1FJ+1~)] (9) 

These formulae present the generalization of the Veltman's relat ions. They contain terms 

corresponding to the nonleptonic weak interactions. 

The hypo t hes is of Veltman on the divergences of currents is, thus, a conse

quence of the quark model with t he minimal electromagnetic interactions (5) and the uni

versal weak interactions (6). The equal-time commutation relations of Gell-Mann were also 

derived in the framework of this model. The~efore it i s not surprising that many of there-

s ults of current algebra can be derived also from the Veltman's divergence conditions. The 

Veltman's method and the algebra of currents are just two diff erent approaches in the stu

dy of the same model. 

In our treatment we assumed that the strong interactions do not violate SU(J). 

If the breaking of the unitary symmetry is taken into account then rela ti ons ( 8 ) , (9) are 

to be modified: e.g., to the r.h.s. of (8) we must add a term ( div~ ' ) , giving the di

vergence of the vector current ( in the absence of electromagnetic and weak interactions). 

But assuming, ae usual, that the vector and axial vector currents are of the form (4),even 

if the SU(J)breakingis not neglected, the contribution of electromagnetic and weak inter-

actions remains unchanged. 

We note that from the expression (9) for the divergence of the axial-vector cur-

rent all known results of current algebra concerning the nonleptonic decays of baryons and 

mesons oan be derived, In fact, the off-mass-shell amplitude of a nonleptonic decay 

BI ...... B2 + 'f' ( where 'f' is the octet of pseudosoalar mesons ) is of the form: 

!:'\. (B, --"B~c( ) =lm\.+~
1

)(B._I'f'(o)/B 1( , 
(IO) 

here l is the momentum of the virtual meson and ~· denotes the Heisenberg field of the 

meson if the weak interactions are taken into account to the first order. Because of 

~<B._J 'c\.Jtf. \B._)= o, 
l-fo I 

we get from (9) 
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~ ( f>._ I<R;lo)! B.)-~ ~ Ol4t iw- ( B._( L J ;1t l 'lJ)'t -t- l "),' v-t t l ) + 
>-.• v l .- l J J J' ( II ) 

j l L . . 
+ rJt l vr + .Aor)( v-~ + l f. )] !B1). 

Similar expr essions were derived ear l i er on the basis of the currents algebra l81. 

We are i ndebted to N.N.Bogolubov and Ya.A .Smorodi nsky for their interest in this 

work and to collegue s in t he Laboratory of Theoretical Phys i c s, JINR, for valuable di~ous-

siena. 
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